Beclin1 affected by DN604 upregulates chemo-sensitivity of cervix SiHa cancer cells via inhibiting CK2-MRN-DSBs repair.
DN604, containing a functional dicarboxylato ligand as carboplatin analogue, was significantly studied to explore its potency of antitumour activity. In vitro and in vivo experimental evidence indicated that DN604 exhibited superior antitumor activity than present platinum(II)-based agents in cervix squamous carcinoma SiHa cancer cells. Moreover, DN604 showed negligible toxic effects in vivo as confirmed as Pt accumulation and body weights of mice. Mechanistic studies have shown that DN604 suppressed CK2-mediated MRN complex to improve its antitumor efficacy by promoting DNA double-strand breaks repair. Furthermore, DN604 could inhibit Beclin1 and attenuate CK2-mediated several DSBs repair-related pathways, thus leading to cell apoptosis. Taken together, our research demonstrated that DN604 with the functional dicarboxylato ligand as the leaving group could effectively enhance chemo-sensitivity of SiHa cells to platinum-based agents via suppressing Beclin1 and CK2-mediated MRN-DSBs repair.